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State of AR AR is not a priority for the company; 
contacts with analysts tend to be 
nonexistent or ad hoc around very 
important initiatives.

Company only wants analysts to know 
it exists — that the company has 
products and services in markets that 
analysts cover.

Company understands that analysts 
matter, but debates internally over 
analyst impact, and how much to fund. 
AR is still struggling to educate internal 
teams about impact of AR, has small 
budgets, is still immature function, but 
beginning to not treat analysts  
like press.

Marketing and PR understand value of 
analysts; senior execs are beginning 
to. AR is being systematically included 
in product marketing and PR plans 
proactively. Consulting days are forced 
briefings rather than true consulting, but 
analysts are making their way up the 
marketing value chain.

Value of AR is understood at highest 
levels of the company. Analysts are 
input for key decisions. Executive 
sponsorship is outside marketing; AR is 
no longer considered only a marketing 
function, but helps strategy. AR is 
no longer confined to the marketing 
value chain — it is now part of product 
development, partner/customer 
interactions, pricing policies, support 
policies, mergers and acquisitions. The 
level of trust and interaction is such that 
analysts have become extended staff.

Benefits Little or none. You don’t put in  
any effort, you should not expect  
any benefit.

Your prospects will have some level 
of awareness of your company due to 
passing mentions in reports. Your PR 
department may get the occasional 
press reference.

Some positive reports with a lot of 
effort, press references available. Some 
sales enablement is beginning  
to occur but still ad hoc.

Positive reports occur regularly, press 
references on hand. Favors and  
unusual requests granted with some 
begging. Analysts are beginning to 
actively help your company.

Positive reports are the norm, press 
references available. Negative reports 
on competitors are available, and 
analysts are proactively helping your 
company in multiple ways. Unusual 
requests are often granted. Genuine 
relationships are in place.

Sales  
enablement  
and analyst  
impact on sales

Analysts are negatively impacting sales 
or their impact is unknown.

Company realizes analysts may have 
some impact on sales but sales is not 
considered an internal constituent for 
AR, only PR.

AR team is able to react quickly and 
competently to sales fire drills where 
analysts are involved, but nothing sys-
temic is in place. Sales at least knows 
how to contact AR for help.

Company has some systemic 
measurement of analyst impact in sales 
(usually win/loss customer surveys 
or field surveys). Sales has positive 
analyst reports that it uses in deals as a 
positive differentiator for the company. 
AR has multiple touchpoints with sales 
and provides training or content for 
sales enablement.

Analysts are actively pulling the 
company into deals, making 
prospects aware of the company. 
Sales will contact analysts for help in 
preparing for large deals, complicated 
negotiations, RFIs. Analysts are 
reviewing or helping create sales 
enablement materials, or training sales. 
Sales no longer views analysts as a 
potential complication in the deal, but 
instead as an accelerator in the deal. 

Research  
coverage

No coverage or unfair and inaccurate 
coverage.

Little coverage or unfair and inaccurate 
coverage. “Mentions” of company in 
major reports.

Coverage is usually accurate, but 
frequency is erratic or confined to  
major news.

Coverage is neutral-positive and 
frequent; company is viewed as  
competitive in market.

Coverage is positive; company is 
viewed as leader consistently. Many ad 
hoc reports available, not confined to 
major news. Negative and/or inaccurate 
reports are now unusual.

timing of  
analyst  
interactions

No proactive heads up to analysts at 
all, not even press releases.

Analysts are informed at the same time 
as PR.

A few days or a few weeks before press 
release is dropped.

Analysts are helping shape messages 
about planned products 6+ months  
out. Inquiries or consulting are 
occurring regularly.

Analysts are shaping policy and road 
map 12+ months out, being consulted 
on strategic decisions such as 
acquisitions and partnerships. Inquiries 
and consulting are used strategically.
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             SymptomS
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interaction 
types

Limited exchanges driven by reacting to 
analyst requests, not company pushing 
its agenda.

Email press releases to analysts only, 
occasional briefing offerings, reactive 
mode, but company beginning to send 
stuff proactively.

Beginning to do inquiries; still mostly 
briefings, but now being proactively 
pitched for major news.

Regular briefings, inquiries, consulting 
days, analyst events and attending 
analyst conferences.

True relationships have developed; can 
now contact the analyst without going 
through regular channels. Analysts can 
be reached on weekends, vacations, 
after hours, will go the extra mile to 
help.

Spokespeople 
interacting with 
analysts

None Spokespeople rarely made available to 
analysts.

Product marketing directors are usually 
spokespeople.

General managers who have P&L 
or product responsibility, not just 
marketing responsibility.

CEO or CEO’s direct reports regularly 
interacting with analysts.

visibility into 
research

None None Beginning to see major reports, 
concept of draft review is still erratic.

Draft review is systematic, now actively 
influencing major reports.

Persuading analysts to create new 
frameworks and metrics benefiting  
your company. 

use of analysts 
and published 
research

None May ask analysts to serve as press 
references, no access to published 
research.

Asking analysts for validation on 
existing messaging. Access to baseline 
research subscriptions, usually only for 
AR personnel.

Asking analysts  for messaging and 
tactical road map help. Access to 
inquiries, research, consulting days. 
Marketing is now using inquiry regularly. 
Asking analysts for help on unusual 
things occasionally such as judging a 
customer award, filling a key personnel 
slot, etc.

Asking analysts for help on strategic 
policy changes. Graduated from using 
consulting days as forced briefings 
to true consulting. Senior executives 
are doing consulting and inquiry for 
policymaking, not just marketing.  
Asking analysts for help on many 
internal activities or with partners. 
Analysts will provide services outside 
normal deliverables as real relationships 
and trust have developed.

AR staffing None PR staff doing AR off the side of their 
desks or outsourcing to agency.

Small dedicated staff to AR, or 
beginning to outsource dedicated AR 
to agency.

Investing in mostly product AR. Investing in product AR, corporate AR, 
industries AR and regional AR.

measurement 
and metrics

None None or tend to be PR-centric in nature. Struggling to create metrics outside 
PR; awareness is increasing that AR 
is different and should be measured 
differently.

Measurement typically includes some 
sales metrics and has some results-
orientation. No longer just “activity” 
metrics.

AR team is reviewing internal metrics 
on a regular basis and recalibrating 
as needed — too many briefings, not 
enough inquiries? Are certain products 
getting too much attention, not enough 
attention? AR productivity is now 
predictable with baseline standards 
available from historical trends.

Budget  
components

None Head count costs of PR personnel only, 
no research subscriptions

A few inquiry seats, some research. 
Limited conference travel, no dedicated 
AR event.

Investing in inquiry, research, consulting 
days, conference travel, dedicated 
analyst events.

Investing in inquiry for more than 
just AR. Inquiry is done outside AR. 
Budget for research, consulting days, 
travel, dedicated analyst events, PLUS 
dedicated AR tools to help AR team — 
measurement, audit, tracking platform.
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